ABSTRACT. A great many automatic indexing methods have been nnplemented and evaluated over the last few years, and automatic procedures comparable in effectiveness to conventional manual ones are now easy to generate Two drawbacks of the available automatic indexing methods are the absence of reliable linguistic inputs during the indexing process and the lack of formal, analytical proofs concerning the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Introduction
The basic components of an automatm reference retrieval system are now well understood. Documents and user queries are generally represented by vectors of terms (descriptors, key words, concepts, etc) Typically a given document D~ might be represented as a vector (d,1, d,2, ... , d~,) where d, represents the weight of term j in D~ Similarly, a query Qk is represented as a vector (qk~, qk2, • "-, q~) where qk~ represents the weight of term 3 in Q~.
For each document D, and query Qk, a similarity function s(D, Qk) can be computed to represent the closeness between the query and the corresponding document. For retrieval purposes, the similarity coefficients between the documents and a given user query can then be utilized to arrange the documents in decreasing order of the similarity functions, followed by the retrieval of those documents whose query-document similarity exceeds a given threshold T.
it is possible to compute recall and precision values for various levels of the retrieval threshold T. Recall and precision are defined as the proportion of relevant items retrieved and the proportion of retrieved items that are relevant, respectively, and a good retrieval system is one which for most user queries produces acceptable values of precision at given levels of recall. By processing the same user query set in several different modes against a given collection and computing recall and precision values averaged over the set of queries in each case, it is possible to ascertain the relative effectiveness of each processing mode.
Consider now the problem of generating the document and query vectors, that is of choosing appropriate terms and term weights, capable of representing document and query content. A large number of automatic indexing strategies are available for this purpose, among which the following appear most attractive [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
(a) good index terms occur in a given document collection neither too frequently nor too rarely; (b) terms whmh occur in too many documents and are therefore likely to produce inadequate retrieval precision should be combined with other appropriate terms to form term phrases; (c) terms which occur in too few documents and are therefore likely to produce madequate recall should be incorporated into thesaurus classes, and the thesaurus classes should be assigned for content identification instead of the individual terms;
(d) the best terms are those whmh occur with high frequency in certain documents (high term frequency) but whose overall frequency across the documents of a collection is fairly low (low document frequency); this suggests a term weighting function which varies directly with term frequency and reversely with document frequency.
It is not &fficult to show performance improvements when one or more of the foregoing indexing devices are incorporated into an actual retrieval process. However, the evidence concerning the effectiveness of a given system is normally based wholly on experimental evidence, reflected m recall and precision measurements; such measurements may show a high average performance, even when the results are poor for certain queries, or for certain recall levels.
This suggests two principal drawbacks of the current work m automatic indexing: (a) the semantic or linguistic aspect of the role of individual terms or concepts m query or document texts is given up in favor of formal characteristics, such as their frequency distributions, or their location in the body of a text; (b) the approach toward measuring retrieval effectiveness is experimental in nature, and no attempt is made to produce mathematical proofs of the superiority or inferiority of one method over another.
In the precision weighting method to be described in the remainder of this study, both of these objections are remedied to some extent. The linguistic aspect is introduced by distinguishing among the text words on the basis not only of frequency characteristics, but also of the document type in which the terms occur, that is, whether a term occurs primarily in documents identffied as relevant to a given user query or whether on the contrary the term prevails among the nonrelevant. A precision weight attached to each query term is then used as a partial indication of the lingmstic characterization of the terms.
Given such a precision weighting system and an assumption concerning the distribution of the vocabulary across the documents of a collection, formal proofs are then provided that at every level of recall the precision weighting system may be expected to be superior to a system in which the terms in the query and document vectors are unweighted.
The Precision Weight Method
Before embarking on the mathematical development, it may be useful to briefly outline the proof procedures and the assumptions leading to the results. Tile evaluation of the effectiveness of a particular method of term assignment is based on a comparison of the retrieval precision at given levels of the recall. Consider a specified recall level ~, and let IR] be the total number of relevant items for a given query. Then the precision P ~ at recall level ~ may be defined as = ~IRI P~ total number of documents to be retreived " in order to obtain ~IRI relevant ones
The computation of P~ makes it necessary to identify the number of irrelevant documents that must be retlieved for each increase of 1 in the number of relevant documents obtained. This in turn reqmres the following assumption to be made regarding the occurrences and composition of the relevant and irrelevant documents m the collection: Assumption 1. For each query, the corresponding query terms are assumed to be uniformly distributed across the set of relevant documents R and across the set of nonrelevant documents I. That is, the probabihty of occurrence of a given query term Jk has the same value for all relevant documents in R; similarly, the value is the same for all nonrelerant documents m I (although the two probabilities may differ among themselves).
More formally, consider query Q~ with terms { 1, 2, • -., m}. Let r~ (h3k) be the number of relevant documents (nonrelevant documents) containing the kth term of Q~, respectively. It is then assumed that the probability of a relevant (nonrelevant) document Similarly, the expected number of nonrelevant documents containing exactly these terms is
It is shown in Section 3 how expressions (1) and (2) can be used to compute the precision of the retrieval for certain levels of recall, that is, following the retrieval of a fixed number of documents relevant to a given query.
Consider now the precision wezght system. For each term jk in each query Q, the term preciszon pr(3k) is defined as
Obviously the function of expression (3) assigns high values to query terms prevalent in the relevant items and rare in the nonrelevant, and vice versa for those prevalent mainly in the nonrelevant items.
Given the term precision pr(jk), a ter~n weight p3k can now be assigned to each query term jk such that p~k > pjz ¢=0 pr(3k) _> pr(jz).
Using term weights of the type introduced in (4), it is possible to construct from each original query Q~ a new query Q j* by using the weighted terms instead of the original ones. If one assumes that the query terms are listed in decreasing term precision order one obtMns Q,* = (qn'p~l, qj2"p,2, • " , q~m'pj,~). It can be shown (see Appendix 2) that an assignment of term weights exists conforming to inequality (4) with the following properties: Given two documents D, and Dk exhibiting respectively u and v matching terms with Q~, then
whenever (i) u > v; or (ii) u = v, and D, contains a query term not also in Dk that exceeds in weight any query term in Dk that is not also in D,. The second condition implies that when two documents exhibit the same number of matching query terms, it is sufficient to consider those unique query terms that occur in one of the two documents, but not in both. The higher query-document similarity will then be assigned to that document which contains the highest weighted query term among the unique ones. More precisely, consider the case for ~ matching query terms out of m, 1 < , < m. There are C, m d~erent subsets of m terms each containing exactly ~ elements. If the mcreasing numeric order of the individual query terms corresponds to decreasing weight order--the most highly weighted term being designated by rank 1, the second most highly weighted by 2, and so on, down to the ruth weighted term--the C, m possible sets of matching terms out of m may be designated by vectors ranging from (1, 2, -.. , ~) to (m --~ + 1, m --~ -t-2, -.. , m). Such a vector, considered as an z-tuple, is known as an entry and can be used to determine the order of retrieval. That is, documents whose matching term set is specified by entry (1, 2, -.. , i) are retrieved ahead of those with entry (1, 2, .. • , i -1, i W 1), and so on, down to those with entry (m -i ~ 1, mi --I-2, -.. , m).
For convenience, single entries may be designated as zero-level blocks; the set of zerolevel blocks which differ only in the rlghtmost digit are first-level blocks; those differing in the two rightmost digits are second-level blocks; and so on, down to the zth-level block which includes all C, m entries. The ordering among the entries--top-to-bottom, left column first--and the corresponding block structure are illustrated in Table I for m = 7 and i = 4. In this case the entries range from (1, 2, 3, 4) to (4, 5, 6, 7) . The blocks are ordered according to their entries, that is, if E and F are two distinct 3th-level blocks containing entries e and f respectively, with e ordered before f, then block E is ordered before block F.
It remains to show that the precision weight method is superior to the standard query indexing system m which the query terms are not weighted. The process used for this purpose consists in computing the search precision for both the weighted and the unweighted retrieval systems at each recall level 7 and comparing the results. The search precision in turn depends on Assumptmn 1 regarding the occurrences of query terms in relevant and nonrelevant documents, respectively, and on the resulting expected number of retrieved relevant and retrieved nonrelevant documents for a given number of matching querydocument terms (Appendix 1).
The recall points at which the precision is calculated are determined as follows. For the )recision weight method, the order of retrieval of the documents--and therefore the ranks ,f the relevant documents--are strictly determined by the number of matching queryocument terms; for documents with a common number of matching query terms the sub-• der is by entry number order, as previously explained. For the standard unweighted method, the order of retrieval is also in decreasing order (1 2 3 7)
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of the number of query-document term matches. However, no strict ranking exists within each set of documents exhibiting a common number of matching query terms. To determine a ranking within each of these document subsets, the following assumption must be made:
Assumptwn 2. Let e(c > 1) relevant items and g nonrelevant items all exhibit the same coefficient with respect to some query Q, then it is assumed that g/c nonrelevant items are retrieved for each relevant retrieved. That is, the relevant items occur at even intervals among the set of nonrelevant items in the ranked list of retrieved documents.
']'he only difference between the prec]sion weight method and the standard unweighted system IS that the former allows a stricter ranking of the output documents for those 1terns exhibiting a common number of query-document term matches. When the query terms are weighted in decreasing order of term precMon, the relevant documents are, however, more likely to be retrieved early in the output order than when unweighted terms are used; hence the improvement in retrieval effectiveness.
The proof procedure is included in Section 3.
The Effectweness of the Precision Weight System
Consider a gwen query Q with a total of IRI relevant documents. The query-document matching function induces an ordering among the retrieved documents as previously explained Following the retrieval of each relevant document, the value of the recall goes up by 1/IRI, reaching IRI/IRI (that is, 1) following the retneval of the last relevant item.
Thus, in principle, a total of IR I different recall points are possible for each query. Among all the possible recall points, some are of special interest, corresponding to the highest recall obtainable for a given number of matching query-document terms. In partmular, consider the sets of documents extubiting a common number of query-document term matches such that each set contains at least one relevant document. A standard recall point is defined as the point corresponding to the retrieval of the last document within each of / standard recall polnts % addltlonal points for which precision is computable these sets. The complete set of standard reca]l points for a given query may be designated by {s,, s~, ... , sz}. The first three standard recall points (and the respective recall-precision values), corresponding to 7, 5, and 4 matching query terms, are shown for a typical sample query in Table II . Ten relevant documents are assumed for the sample query of Table II . Let d~ be the minimum number of term matches between query Q and any document retrieved at recall point s, for 1 < v < z. It will now be shown that the retrieval precision obtained with the modified, weighted query Q* is not inferior to that obtained with the original query Q at any standard recall point s,, or at any retrieval level between consecutive standard recall points.
Consider first the precision computation for the standard unweighted terms and query Q. At any standard recall point, say so, the retrieved documents can be classified into two types: (1) documents having more than d, terms in common with Q, and (ii) documents having exactly d, terms in common with Q.
Documents of type (fi) can be further partitioned into smaller sets as follows. If query Q contains m terms, then there exist y = C2o ways in which a document can have d~ terms in common with query Q. Each of the y distinct sets of terms may be represented by an entry az in a d~th-level block of the type shown in the example of Table I . The set of entries is U~=i az and the number of relevant (irrelevant) documents having exactly the t • zz set at in common with Q may be denoted by at (at), respectively (a/and at may of course be computed using Assumption I and the development of Appendix 1.)
The following quantities are now readdy available: (a) The number of relevant (irrele- Consider now the precision of retrieval for Q at some recall point x, between s,_l and s~.
y !
The number of relevant documents retrieved at x should be less than (B' + ~-1 az ) but greater than B'. Without loss of generality, assume that the number of relevant docu-! ment~s retrieved by Q at x is equal to B' + ~-1 at for some k, 1 < k < y. In order to find the precision of retrieval, the number of documents retrieved must be known. Since every document of type (ii) has the same likelihood of being retrieved by Q, the number of documents of type (n) that must be retrieved in order to retrieve these ~-1 a[ relevant documents can be assumed to be (by Assumption 2) [
(~ a[ -4-~la[I)/(z.~a[)]'[f~lat' ]
Thus the precision of retrieval at an arbitrary (nonstandard) recall point x--that is, the number of relevant retrieved at x divided by the total retrieved--will be equal to
' + ~a,)/{B' + +[(,_~a[+ ~az )/(~a,)].[~a[]}
for tim standard unwelghted retrieval system. Consider the precision for the weighted system using queries Q* instead of Q. Unlike Q, which treats every document of type (il) equally (m the sense that each has the same chance of being retrieved by Q), documents of type (ii) are ordered linearly by Q*, in increasing entry number order. In particular, documents exhibiting term set alm common with Q are retrieved first, fol!owed by those with a2 in common with Q, and so on, until those with a~ in common are obtained. 
<B' .-t-~az)/ 't--I-k~a,").
To show that expression (8) is not smaller than expressmn (7), it is necessary and sufficient, to demonstrate by comparing the respective denominators that
' /~--" " t-1 /~-1 a'" (9)

z_la, i zZ~_la, >_ ~,a,'
It is sufficient to prove (10) as follows:
~la~' ~a~ > el' 
The proof proceeds in two main steps. First the result is established for the case where the boundary indicator k coincides with the end of a block (Lemma 2). This is done by showing that the ratio of relevant documents to irrelevant documents retrieved represented by the entries of • given block is at least as high as that represented by the entries of the next block. Thus, when k coincides with the end of a block, a repeated application of inequality (11) to the result of Lemma 2 will prove (10). The result of Lemma 2 is then used to prove inequality (10) for arbitrary k (Lemma 3). Lemmas 2 and 3 appear in Appendix 3.
The result of Lemma 3 together with the previous discussion shows that the precision weight process is superior to the standard unweighted process at any arbitrary nonstandard recall point. It remains to be shown that the result is also true for any standard recall point. Theorem 1 establishes this fact and summarizes the results.
Pre~sion Wezghtmg--An Effective Automatic Indexing Method
THEOREM 1. Let the terms of a given query Q = I 1, 2, •.. , m} be arranged in decreasing order of thezr preezszon values. There exzsts an assignment of wezghts to the terms of Q, consistent with the preciswn weight method, such that zf Assumptwn 1 holds, the indexing method zs superzor to the standard unwe~ghled method at any recall point.
PROOF. It is sufficient to show the case for the standard recall points. Consider set D of documents having d~ or more terms in common with the originM query (~ e. the standard recall point s~). If D~ is any relevant document retrieved by Q and D. any irrelevant document not retrieved by Q at recall s~, then by definition of retrieval at s, the number of term matches of D, with Q is greater than or equal to d~ and that of D, with Q is less than do. By Appendix 2, given similarity function f between queries and documents, f(Q*, D~) > f(Q*, D,). Thus all the relevant documents in D can be retrieved by Q* without retrieving any irrelevant document previously not retrieved by Q at recall s~. This imphes that the precision of retrieval for Q* at s~ is at least as high as that for Q. []
Implementatwn of the Method
The precision of a term with respect to a query is normally not known before the retrieval of documents has taken place. Furthermore, the term precision is difficult to determine accurately. However, exact values of the term precision are unimportant, since the corresponding values are used only as a ranking device for output documents. Thus only relatwe magnitudes of the term precision need be obtained, and these can be approximated as follows. It may be assumed that the collection of documents can be partitioned into a number of subcollections containing "similar" documents. Furthermore, consider a number of "typical" queries, Q, containing the terms for the given subcollections. For each term, k, m the typical queries, one can compute the average values of the following ratios over all queries in (~-rA'/(!R n SQ I --rk') and h~'/(lI rl sQI -hk') where 1 r~' (hk') is the number of relevant (irrelevant) documents containing term k and retrieved by query Q in Q, and SQ is the set of documents retrieved by one of the typieM queries in Q. The exact precision value of term k, (r~/(IRI -r~))/(h~/(llI -h~)), may then be approximated by (rk'/(IR i3 Sol -rk') )/(hk'/(lI N SeI -ht') ).
Experimental Results
Assumption 1 regarding the distribution of query terms in the relevant and nonrelevant documents may not always be completely satisfied in practice. Thus Theorem 1 may not be valid in the most general situation. Experimental results are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the precision weight method for a practical case where Assumption 1 is not necessarily valid.
The experiment is performed using a subset of ten queries in conjunction with the Cranfield collection of documents in aerodynamics (CRN 2 NUL). Let A1 be a value of A so chosen as to satisfy condition (i) of Lemma 1 m Appendix 2, while transforming condition (ii) into an equality instead of a strict inequality as in Lemma 1. Setting A~ = ~1/2, both conditions (i) and (il) are then satisfied. The tabulated retrieval results for each of the ten queries is shown in Table III . The precision of retrieval is given for each query at intervals of 1/IR], where IRI is the number of relevant documents for the query.
The percentage improvement (or deterioration) obtmned for the sample queries with the precision method over the original unweighted queries is given at intervals of 1/IR[, as well as over the whole recall range. The comparison of the retrieval performance for the modified queries with that of the original queries is presented in the following terms.
(i) For each query, an average improvement is determined (averaged over all the recall points). (ii) Of the 10 queries tested, a retrieval improvement is obtained at each recall point for 8 queries.
(iii) The average improvement for all the queries is 91.6 percent. Thus, one concludes that Assumption 1 has a good chance of being satisfied. But even when Assumption 1 is violated for some of the terms, and Theorem 1 does not hold at every recall point, the precision weight method is likely to constitute a useful device provided that the number of such violations remains small. Efficient implementations of the method and extensrons to other more desirable query-document matchmg functions remain to be discovered.
Appendtx 1. Expected Number of Retrzeved Documents
Consider query Q, with terms (1, 2, . . . , m) , and let R be the set of relevant documents. It is assumed that the distribution of the terms in Q across the relevant document set R is uniform; that is (i) r,,//Rl is the probability that a relevant document contains term ]k.
(ii) ((RI -rL)/(RI is the probability that a relevant document does not contain term 1.
Assuming that the assignment of the terms is independent, the probability that a relevant document contains exactly the set of terms (j1,j2, . . . ,J,) is then
where T1 extends over the whole set of query terms (1, 2, . . . , m) less the terms included in the initial product. To obtain the expected number of relevant documents containing exactly the terms (jl, j2, . . . , 3,) , the foregoing expression ( 12) must be multiplied by R, giving (&a) (lgl (IRI -d)/,,lm-:
which is expression (1) of Section 2. Identical arguments establish expression (2) as the expected number of nonrelevant documents containing exactly the terms (31, j2, . . . ,J"). 
The variables x,, 3 5 a 5 m -1, are given by the recursive formula It is sufficient to consider the case where k -F 1 < m, for if k + l > m, then the terms in common between the two documents can be deleted. For case (i), where k > l, it is sufficient to consider k = 1 -F 1. 
Appet~dix 3. Lemmas 2 and 3
Consider a block of consecutive entries of the type shown in Table I . Let such a bloek be designated by X. The corresponding expected number of relevant and irrelevant documents, that is, the expected number of documents exhibiting exactly the matching query terms specified by any entry in the block X, may then as before be identified by X' and 
